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Rich Chinese investors snapping up 

luxury homes from Singapore to Sydney

May 26, 2020

SYDNEY (BLOOMBERG) - Rich Chinese investors are finding luxury real estate is a good hiding place from the economic fallout 
of the coronavirus.
Across China and in some of their familiar hunting grounds in Asia, wealthy buyers are snapping up top-end housing, in many 
cases to guard their wealth against anticipated inflation and a weakening yuan.
A gradual easing of virus restrictions is making it easier for wealthy Chinese to view properties and complete purchases in 
nearby Asian hot spots like Shanghai, Seoul and Sydney.
In another favourite Singapore, virtual tours and photos have been enough to seal multi-million dollar deals, pointing to 
how transactions are evolving. That's in contrast to London and New York where real estate remains sluggish amid lockdowns.
Even in Singapore, where a partial lockdown remains in place, activity is picking up via online platforms. Three Chinese clients 
bought six apartments worth a combined $20 million at Marina One Residences this month without any virtual tours, said 
Clarence Foo, a property agent with Apac Realty Ltd.'s unit ERA. 
One investor spent about $12 million on three separate three-bedroom units in the same development, a five-minute walk 
to the iconic Marina Bay Sands hotel and casino.
"Some buyers may want to divert their funds to other countries as the yuan may be devalued further to combat the 
weakening of their economy," said Christine Sun, the head of research and consultancy at OrangeTee & Tie in Singapore.

HONG KONG SLUMP
Hong Kong used to be a favoured destination due to its proximity to mainland China and fewer market restrictions. But the 
pro-democracy protests have prompted many rich Chinese to turn to Singapore as an alternative, undeterred by the higher 
taxes. Hong Kong luxury home prices dropped 4.5 per cent in the first quarter, double the decline in Singapore.
"They view Singapore's property market as a safe haven because of its stability. It's a more regulated market compared to 
say Hong Kong," ERA's Foo said.

KEY POINTS:

• Rich Chinese investors are snapping 
up high-end properties to guard 
their wealth against anticipated 
inflation & weakening yuan.

• Virtual tours & photos in Singapore 
used to close deals

• Singapore preferred over HK as a 
safe haven – stable & well regulated
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